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Summary 

A new pulse sequence is presented allowing the use of long selective pulses at the water frequency using 
standard equipment. Radiation damping is suppressed during the pulse by the use of gradient echoes 
programmed between the single pulses of a DANTE train. This WANTED (water-selective D A N T E  
using gradients) sequence thus allows the observation of interactions with water without the use of 
special probe heads or filtering of undesired resonances. By combining the WANTED sequence with 
NOESY, ROESY and NOESY-HSQC experiments, we obtain selective 1D and 2D spectra fit to the 
observation of chemical exchange and dipolar interactions between water and protein protons. 

Selective excitation of the solvent signal is an import- 
ant tool in protein NMR to reduce the dimensionality of 
spectra acquired for the study of exchange processes be- 
tween the labile protons and the water protons, or inter- 
actions between the protein and the solvent molecules 
(Grzesiek and Bax, 1993b; Kriwacki et al., 1993; Dalvit, 
1995; Dalvit and Hommel, 1995; Otting and Liepinsh, 
1995a,b; Mori et al., 1996). With the high magnetic fields 
and high-quality factor probe heads used in modern spec- 
trometers, a severe problem is brought about by the phe- 
nomenon of radiation damping (RD). Radiation damping 
has its origin in the interactions between the precessing 
strong magnetization of the solvent protons and the ra- 
diofrequency (RF) coil (Bloembergen and Pound, 1954; 
Bloom, 1957). The magnetization induces an electromo- 
tive force in the coil, which in turn creates a current. This 
current is at the origin of a magnetic field which tends to 
bring the magnetization back to equilibrium. Thus, the 
apparent relaxation rate of the water protons decreases, 
causing line broadening of the water signal in both direct- 
ly and indirectly detected dimensions. Another problem 
is that excitation of the water signal by long selective 
pulses can become impossible in the presence of radiation 
damping, due to the field created during the pulse (Otting 
and Liepinsh, 1995a). Several methods have been pro- 

posed very recently to suppress RD in the indirectly and 
directly detected dimensions, including the Q-switch 
(Otting and Liepinsh, 1995a), the feedback (Broekaert 
and Jeener, 1995; Louis-Joseph et al., 1995) and an over- 
coupled probe (Picard et al., 1995). The use of bipolar 
gradients during evolution periods (SklenfiL 1995; Zhang 
and Gorenstein, 1996) is one of the most popular meth- 
ods, since it does not require hardware modifications for 
modern NMR spectrometers. 

Suppression of RD during selective pulses has until 
now exclusively been realized using a Q-switched probe 
(Otting and Liepinsh, 1995a). For standard equipment, 
the use of short selective pulses (2-4 ms) overcoming the 
field of RD has been proposed. As they do not only 
excite water, but also other resonances close to the water 
frequency, as for example H a protons in protein studies, 
filtering of the nondesired resonances becomes necessary. 
This can be achieved for 13C-labelled proteins by using 
isotope-filtering methods (Grzesiek and Bax, 1993b); 
another approach for doubly labelled compounds is the 
MEXICO sequence proposed by Gemmecker et al. (1993), 
using excitation of all signals followed by a 15N/13C filter. 
For unlabelled proteins, a short selective pulse followed 
by a spin-echo filter, eliminating H a resonating at the 
water frequency, can be applied (Mori et al., 1996). This 
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Fig. 1. Pulse schemes for the sequences described. Narrow and wide pulses correspond to 90 ~ and 180 ~ flip angles. The ~H carrier was set at the 
H20 frequency. (A) WANTED-NOESY sequence. The RF field strength is 1.6 kHz for the pulses of the DANTE pulse train (Morris and Freeman, 
1978). Each train consists of 128 pulses. The delays z are 200 gs. The bipolar gradients G, (Sklen~i~, 1995) have a sine-bell amplitude profile with 
a strength of 2.5 G/cm at maximal intensity. The gradient G2 has a Gaussian amplitude profile, a duration of 1 ms and a strength of 5 G/cm. The 
gradient G3 has a square amplitude profile, a duration of 49 ms and a strength of 25 mG/cm. The RF field strength for the low-power pulses of 
the WATERGATE (Piotto et al., 1992) sequence is 170 Hz. The gradients G 4 have a Gaussian amplitude profile and a strength of 20 G/cm at 
their center. The phases are the following: r = X; r = X,--X; ~)3 = 2x,2y,2(-x),2(-y); r = 2x,2y,2(-x),2(-y); r = 2(-x),2(-y),2x,2y; Cacq ~-" x,-x,y,-y,-x,x, 
-y,y. The interscan delays are 5 s. (B) WANTED-ROESY sequence. G2 has a Gaussian amplitude profile and a strength of 1.5 G/cm. r = x; 02 
= x,-x; r = 4x,4y,4(-x),4(-y); r = 2x,2(-x),2y,2(-y),2(-x),2x,2(-y),2y; r = 4x,4y,4(-x),4(-y); r = 4(-x),4(-y),4x,4y; r = 2(x,-x),2(y,-y),2(-x,x), 
2(-y,y). The spin-lock pulse has an RF field strength of 800 Hz. The other parameters are the same as for (A). (C) WANTED-NOESY-HSQC 
sequence. The parameters for the WANTED and NOESY parts are the same as for (A). The tSN carrier frequency is set to 107.4 ppm. ~SN 
decoupling was achieved using the GARP sequence (Shaka et al., 1985). The duration of the delay ~5 is 2.7 ms. The gradients G4 and Gs are z-filter 
gradients of 5 G/cm and -1 G/cm and a duration of 2 ms and 800 Its, respectively. The RF field strength for the water-selective flip-back pulses 
(Grzesiek and Bax, 1993a,b) with phases r and r is 170 Hz. The water-selective pulses of the WATERGATE have the same characteristics. The 
interscan delay is 2 s. The phases are: r = x; r = x,-x; 03 = 2y,2(-y); r = --X,X; r = 4x,4(-x); r = 16x,16(-x); r = 8(--X),8X; r = 8X,8(--X); r = 

8x,8(-x),8x,8(-x); r = 8(-x),8x,8(-x),8x; r162 = x,2(-x),x,-x,2x,2(-x),2x,-x,x,2(-x),x,-x,2x,-x,x,2(-x),2x,2(-x),x,-x,2x,-x. 

sequence yet shows the drawback  o f  signal losses due to 
diffusion, par t ia l  saturat ion o f  the water p ro ton  magneti-  
zat ion and T 2 relaxat ion of  the water p ro ton  magnetiza-  
tion. Ano the r  possibi l i ty to realise long selective pulses is 
to dephase the water  magnet izat ion during the whole se- 
quence (Dalvit ,  1995) or  during the selective pulse (Dalvit  
and Hommel ,  1995), the lat ter  version also allowing filter- 
ing of  H a. However, in both  versions, signal losses similar 
to those in the experiment p roposed  by Mor i  et al. (1996) 
occur. Methods  using radia t ion damping  to selectively in- 
vert the solvent signal can suffer from ill-defined mixing 
times (Otting and Liepinsh, 1995b; B r c k m a n n  et al., 1996). 

In this contr ibut ion,  we introduce a new method  allow- 
ing efficient and  selective excitation o f  the water  signal, 
based on the suppression o f  R D  during the selective pulse 
using s tandard  equipment.  In this sequence, which we 
refer to as ' W A N T E D '  (water selective D A N T E  using 
gradients),  radia t ion damping  is suppressed by the use o f  
gradient  echoes during the delays o f  a D A N T E  (Morr is  
and  Freeman,  1978) pulse train. The suppression of  R D  
during the delays of  a pulse train has been proposed  by 
Ott ing and Liepinsh (1995a) using a switchable probe; our  
approach  is similar, but  requires no other  hardware than 
a z-gradient  accessory. The selectivity of  a D A N T E  pulse 
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train is determined by the total length of the train, and 
thus mainly by the length of the delays between the single 
pulses. During these delays, radiation damping takes 
place and counteracts the pulses. I f  the delays are long 
enough, the net effect of the pulses of  the train can be 
totally cancelled by RD. In the WANTED sequence, 
radiation damping is suppressed during the delays by the 
use of bipolar gradients, as proposed by Sklenfi[ (1995). 
The magnetization is dephased by the application of a 
first gradient after each pulse of the train. At half the 
delay, a second gradient of the same shape and duration, 
but of opposite sign is applied, which starts to refocus the 
magnetization. The refocusing is only complete just before 
the application of the next pulse. Thus, water magnetiza- 
tion is defocused during the entire delay between the 
pulses. By the resulting absence of radiation damping, the 
magnetization follows indeed the desired path prescribed 
by the pulse train. The WANTED sequence can be ap- 
plied to obtain one or multidimensional spectra selective 
at the water frequency; 

A 

B 

it is easily adaptable to most 

I 
10 

C 

existing pulse sequences. Since water magnetization is 
preserved, water flip-back pulses (Grzesiek and Bax, 
1993a) can be included in the sequences. As a demonstra- 
tion, we combined the WANTED sequence with three 
standard experiments important in the study of protein 
water interactions and exchange processes: the NOESY, 
the ROESY and the NOESY-HSQC experiments. We 
thus obtain 1D and 2D spectra selective at the water 
frequency. 

Figure 1A shows the WANTED-NOESY pulse se- 
quence. The magnetization is brought into the xy plane 
by the first 90 ~ DANTE train. The total length of the 90 ~ 
pulse is 25 ms, showing very good selectivity and thus 
avoiding the excitation of most H a protons. The gradients 
applied during the delays of the pulse train are sine-shaped 
and pass continuously from positive to negative in order 
to shorten switching delays. The second pulse train aligns 
for one scan the water magnetization along the -z  axis, 
and for the second scan along the z axis, as determined 
by the phase ~2. By incrementing the receiver phase by 

I 
0 ppm 

I 
10 5 0 ppm 

D 10 5 0 ppm 

I 

10 5 0 ppm 

Fig. 2. Spectra of a 5.5-mM solution of BPTI at pH 6.5, 20 ~ acquired on a Bruker AMX600 spectrometer using a triple-resonance HCN 
probehead with a self-shielded z-gradient coil. (A) WANTED-NOESY spectrum. The mixing time is 50 ms, the interscan delays are 5 s. The 
spectral width is 7353 Hz. The total recording time is about 45 rain. (B) Cross section of a 2D NOESY spectrum. Radiation damping is suppressed 
during tl evolution and the mixing time (Sklenit[, 1995). The mixing time is 50 ms, interscan delays are 5 s and the total recording time is 11 h. 
(C) Same pulse sequence and parameters as (A), but zero intensity of the pulsed field gradients during the WANTED selective pulse. (D) 
WANTED-ROESY spectrum. Exchange peaks are shown as positive signals, NOEs as negative signals. The mixing time is 25 ms, the interscan 
delays are 5 s, the total recording time is about 45 rain. 
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Fig. 3. Spectra of a 2 mM solution of FruR(1-57)* at pH 5.9, 25 ~ acquired on a Bruker AMX600 spectrometer using a triple-resonance HCN 
probehead with a self-shielded z-gradient coil. (A) Extract of a standard HSQC spectrum. (B) Same extract of the WANTED-NOESY-HSQC 
spectrum recorded with the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1C. The signal intensities correspond directly to the exchange rates (Gemmecker et 
al., 1993; B6ckmann et al., 1996). The mixing time is 50 ms. The spectral width is 7353 Hz and 4200 Hz for 'H and ]SN, respectively. A total of 
180 • 2048 increments were taken. Linear prediction up to 512 data points was applied in dimension 1 using the GIFA program (Delsuc, 1989) 
and data were zero-filled in h up to 1024 points. The interscan delay is 2 s, the total recording time 13 h. Amide proton assignments were from 
Penin et al. (manuscript submitted for publication). 
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180 ~ every second scan, one obtains a difference experi- 
ment retaining exclusively magnetization al the water fre- 
quency. During the mixing time, magnetization transfer by 
exchange and dipolar interactions takes place. A crusher 
gradient, programmed to destroy any residual transverse 
magnetization, is followed by a weak gradient in order to 
suppress radiation damping, whose presence would com- 
plicate the interpretation of the data obtained. No water 
flip-back pulse is applied in the one-dimensional spectra, 
thus avoiding alteration of the mixing time or signal 
losses due to T2 relaxation. We use instead long (5 s) 
interscan delays, not a major problem in 1D spectra. 
Water suppression is achieved using the WATERGATE 
sequence (Piotto et al., 1992). The spectrum obtained with 
the gradients during the pulse, set to a value of 2.5 G/cm 
at its maximum point, is shown in Fig. 2A. The gradient 
strength is chosen to efficiently suppress radiation damp- 
ing without loosing signal intensity due to incomplete 
field recovery. The chosen strength is obviously a com- 
promise, since the short delays between the pulses do not 
allow complete suppression of radiation damping and 
complete field recovery. This also explains the observed 
amount of excited water magnetization of about 60% 
compared to a nonselective pulse. This ratio will probably 
increase with future developments in probe design. The 
application of rather weak gradients brings the advantage 
of minimizing signal losses due to diffusion of the water 
molecules during the delays. The course of the DANTE 
sequence is untouched by the gradients: as shown by 
Zhang and Gorenstein (1996), the application of a gradi- 
ent echo does not influence the evolution of the magneti- 
zation under chemical shift or coupling. 

The WANTED-NOESY spectrum of BPTI shown in 
Fig. 2A is very similar to the cross section through the 
2D NOESY spectrum at the water frequency shown in 
Fig. 2B. Figure 2C shows a spectrum taken under the 
same conditions as the spectrum in Fig. 2A, but with the 
gradients during the WANTED pulse set to zero. The 
difference between the two spectra is clear-cut. Only the 
most intense resonances are observable, indicating resid- 
ual excitation of the water frequency. The weakest reson- 
ances have completely disappeared, others are clearly 
reduced. Figure 2D shows the WANTED-ROESY spec- 
trum taken with the sequence on Fig. lB. The selective 
inversion by the WANTED pulse is followed by a crusher 
gradient destroying any residual transverse magnetization. 
A hard pulse brings the magnetization in the xy plane, 
where it is spin-locked during the mixing time. Water 
suppression is achieved by a WATERGATE sequence 
(Piotto et al., 1992). The spectrum shows the exchange 
signals with a positive sign and the dipolar cross-relax- 
ation signals with a negative sign. 

The WANTED sequence can also easily be adapted to 
obtain 2D spectra. For 15N-labelled proteins, the extract 
at the water frequency of a NOESY-HSQC experiment is 

an important tool to study exchange processes or to ob- 
serve NOEs between water protons and protein protons. 
The knowledge of amide proton exchange rates allows to 
obtain information about the protein dynamic structure; 
in the study of protein-DNA complexes, exchange rates 
are used to identify interfaces between the protein and the 
ligand and to assess changes in dynamics induced by the 
ligand. With the WANTED sequence, the 3D NOESY- 
HSQC experiments can be reduced to their two dimen- 
sional version selective at the water frequency, which can 
easily be recorded in less time and with a better resol- 
ution. Figure 1C shows the WANTED-NOESY-HSQC 
pulse sequence. The water magnetization is selectively 
inverted in the same manner as discussed for the 
WANTED-NOESY and -ROESY sequences. Radiation 
damping is suppressed during the 100-ms mixing time by 
a weak gradient. During the HSQC sequence, water mag- 
netization is selectively flipped back prior to tL and to 
acquisition (Grzesiek and Bax, 1993a,b). Water suppres- 
sion is achieved by the WATERGATE sequence (Piotto 
et al., 1992). Figure 3B shows the resulting spectra for 
FruR(1-57)*, the DNA-binding domain of the fructose- 
repressor protein (Scarabel et al., 1995; Penin et al., sub- 
mitted). The amide protons of this protein have shown to 
exchange entirely against D20 in less than 5 min. In con- 
trast to the HSQC spectrum (Fig. 3A), one observes in 
the selective spectrum a variation of signal intensities for 
the different amide protons. Already by considering these 
intensities, one can classify the exchange rates of the 
amide protons of the protein (Gemmecker et al., 1993). 
The most intense signals indicating residence times on the 
ms-s time scale belong to residues 50-60 of the unstruc- 
tured part of the protein. Signals no longer observable in 
the selective spectrum indicate slower exchange (< s <) and 
originate mostly from amide protons involved in hydro- 
gen bonding (B6ckmann et al., 1996). 

The WANTED sequence represents the last element 
for the suppression of radiation damping during the en- 
tire pulse sequence with standard equipment and standard 
pulse sequences. It thus completes the work of Sklenfi~ 
(1995) and of Zhang and Gorenstein (1996), comprising 
suppression of radiation damping by gradients during 
mixing, evolution and acquisition times. Its advantage over 
selective excitation in the presence of radiation damping 
(Kriwacki et al., 1993; Grzesiek and Bax, 1993b; Mori et 
al., 1996) is the free choice of the pulse length and thus of 
the selectivity; additional filtering of undesired resonances 
becomes unnecessary. The efficient approach here pro- 
posed should find applications for a number of studies of 
protein-water interactions in biomolecular systems. 
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